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ROUND 4 INTERVIEW 
August 23, 2020 
 
CAMILO VILLEGAS  ( +2) 
 
 
Q.  Camilo, with the ball marker for Mia, can you kind of speak to that and embracing, 
keeping her with you in that regard with the ball marker? 
 
CAMILO VILLEGAS:  Yeah, you know what, during the process I had a chance to play a 
little bit of golf in Miami, especially on Fridays, and this guy from Columbia that works on 
(inaudible) and one guy showed up there and he had it there for me. That same day that I 
showed up, they had the first (inaudible) diplomas and everything, they wrote a message to 
me. I took them all back to the room, it was pretty special.  
 
Again, it's another one of those circumstances where everybody's been so nice, so 
everybody (inaudible) in Miami were great and respectful, so I'm using the marker and it 
keeps me connected. I didn't putt very good the first couple days, but today was better. 
 
Q.  And kind of speaking in terms of positive energy, do you kind of feel Mia's energy 
when you're out there? 
 
CAMILO VILLEGAS:  Yeah, you know what, definitely the ball mark, I see it every time. I 
see green marks and that was our whole gig during the process, it was rainbows and green 
lights, so yes. But at the same time you've got to be focused When you're playing golf, 
there's a lot of numbers, calculations and you've got to be in it. So a little bit of both. 
 
Q.  Do you plan on using the marker kind of long term? 
 
CAMILO VILLEGAS:  Yeah, one of those things, you never know. So far, so good. I'll 
probably have it for a long time and (inaudible). 
 
Q.  Just kind of general thoughts on the week, being back?  
 
CAMILO VILLEGAS:  Yeah, it was good. You know what, yesterday wasn't very sharp, 
made a lot of mistakes. Today I had a chance to post a good score. Got in a little bad stretch 
there, made kind of three silly bogeys in a row, but other than that, I felt better over the 
greens with the putter. I struggled a little bit the first three days, but again, I didn't really 
know what to expect. It's fun to be out here, it's fun to be competing, it's fun to see all the 
guys. And again, the support has been unbelievable. So we'll keep going, we'll keep thinking 
of Mia, we'll doing some cool stuff with Mia's Miracles and then hey, like I said all week, golf 
has given me way too many good things and it's time to get back to work.  
 


